
Recommendation from Stanley’s Parents

Hi!

We have known Nicola and Wayne as good friends and neighbours for 18 years.  

We are both avid dog lovers and walked our pets for many years together. Sadly, Nicola and 
Wayne lost their dog Saba a couple of years ago. They have spent quite a lot of time with 
our family pets over the years. They are proud house owners and have created a lovely 
garden and environment for pets to feel comfortable and relaxed.

Over the years, Nicola has walked neighbours dogs at different times as favours or just to 
have some pet company. Stanley has been on many walks with Nicola and absolutely 
adores her and Wayne!  

Recently Nicola and Wayne were out walking their Labrador clients and Stanley looked 
horrified that they had acquired new walking companions. We were both highly amused at 
his reaction.  

They have also attended to feeding neighbours cats, and for extended periods looked after 
neighbours’ chickens (up to 6 months) at a time. They are very caring and responsible 
neighbours and pet lovers and always obliging to help an animal in need. We are a very 
close knit neighbourhood and I am sure that all of the neighbours would agree that your pet 
would be in the very best of care.

My sister has also called upon Nicola and Wayne to care for their dog on occasions, which 
was a rescue dog with a complex nature. Bella has welcomed Nicola and Wayne into her 
yard on many of occasions and is very affectionate towards them both.

Additionally, Nicola and Wayne and have had access to our house whilst we have taken 
extended holidays. They are very trustworthy friends and neighbours. I am sure that your 
pets will enjoy their company.

I would be delighted to speak further on their behalf if you have any further need to verify 
their character or pet services.
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Stanley & Wayne together


